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1 PROPOU1JDING PARTY: ANAVERDE, LLC

2 RESPONDING PARTY: ROSAMOND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT

3 SETNUMBER: One(i)

4

5 Defendant Rosamond Community Services District (“District”) hereby responds to the

6 Request for Production of Documents, Set One, propounded by Anaverde, LLC (“Anaverde”) as

7 follows:

8

9 PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

10

11 The District is in the process of conducting its investigation and discovery in this
-Jo—

g 12 action. Consequently, the District responds to these Demands to the best of its knowledge, but in
(OD

13 doing so, reserves the right to amend its Response at a future date. The District further reserves

14 the right to offer, at time of trial, facts, testimony or other evidence discovered subsequent to and
LJ

15 not included in this response, and assumes no obligation to voluntarily supplement or amend this

16 Response to reflect such facts, testimony or other evidence. The documents will be available for

17 inspection and copying on September 22, 2008, beginning at 9:00 a.m., at The District’s counsel’s

18 office, located at 5 Park Plaza, Suite 1500, frvine, CA.

19

20 GENERAL OBJECTIONS

21

22 By responding to Anaverde’s Demand for Inspection and Production of Documents, Set

23 One, the District does not concede the relevancy or materiality of any request, or of the subject to

24 which such request refers. Each response is made subject to all objections as to competence,

25 relevance, materiality, propriety, and admissibility, as well as any or all other objections and

26 grounds which would require exclusion of evidence. The District reserves the right to make any

27 and all such objections at trial and at any other proceeding relating to this action. The District

28 objects to each of Anaverde’ s demands to the extent any is directed to any information or
2
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1 document that is subject to the attorney-client, attorney work product, deliberative process

2 privilege or is confidential and not subject to discovery on any other grounds. The District will

3 not supply or render any information or documents protected from discovery under these or any

4 other applicable privileges. To the extent any Request relates to expert witness investigation, the

5 District will provide documents at such time as required by applicable Court Order and by the

6 Code of Civil Procedure. Ifprivileged information or documents are produced, such production

7 is inadvertent, and the District demands the immediate return of any document containing such

8 information. The District further objects to the requests for production to the extent they seek

9 information or materials not presently in the District’s possession. The District’s investigation

10 and discovery in this case are ongoing. The following responses are given without prejudice to

11 the Districts’ right to produce or rely on any evidence subsequently discovered. The specific

12 responses and objections given below are submitted without prejudice to, and without waiving,
U)biz,

13 any of these general objections even though the general objections are not expressly set forth in

14 each response.

15

16 OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES

17

18 The District incorporates fully the foregoing Preliminary Statement and General

19 Objections into each of the following specific objections and responses, and no specific objection

20 or response shall be construed to waive any of the General Objections.

21

22 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1:

23 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO GROUNDWATER WELLS within

24 the BASIN, including the GROUNDWATER WELL identification, owner well name, and United

25 States Geological Survey (“USGS”) well identification.

26 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1:

27 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

28 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking
3
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1 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

2 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

3 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

4 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

5 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2:

6 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer to or RELATE TO the Universal Transverse

7 Mercador (“UTM”) coordinates of GROUNDWATER WELLS within the BASIN in North

8 America Datum (“NAD”) 1983 UTM Zone 1 iN coordinates or any other georeferenced

9 coordinate system.

10 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2:

11 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as
jO—
JU(0

12 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking
u5

13 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

14 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

15 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

16 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

17 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3:

18 Any and all DOCUMENTS where GROUNDWATER WELL elevation within the

19 BASIN is referenced, including, but not limited to, vertical data.

20 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3:

21 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

22 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

23 all DOCUMENTS in which the subject of this request “is referenced” it seeks production of

24 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

25 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non

26 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

27

28
4
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1 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4:

2 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer, RELATE TO, or identify the type of

3 GROUNDWATER WELL within the BASiN. Such well classifications may include municipal

4 supply wells, injection wells, monitoring wells, agricultural irrigation wells, or other well types

5 such as geotechnical.

6 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4:

7 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

8 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

9 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

10 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

11 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non
-Jo—

12 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

13 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5:

14 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO the depth of each
I-’w

15 GROUNDWATER WELL within the BASIN, including unit of measure.

16 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5:

17 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

18 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

19 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

20 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

21 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

22 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

23 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6:

24 Any and all documents that refer to or RELATE TO the casing diameters of each

25 GROUNDWATER WELL within the BASIN.

26 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6:

27 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

28 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking
5
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1 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

2 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

3 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

4 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

5 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.7:

6 Any and all documents that refer to or RELATE TO information on GROUNDWATER

7 WELL construction within the BASIN (e.g., materials of construction, methodology of

8 construction, etc.).

9 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.7:

10 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

8
though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

JLfl(Ø

12 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of
Z

13 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

14 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non

15 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

16 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.8:

17 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO the length of screen interval(s) for

18 each GROUNDWATER WELL within the BASIN.

19 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.8:

20 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

21 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

22 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

23 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

24 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

25 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

26 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.9:

27 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO the depth of screen interval(s) for

28 each GROUI’4DWATER WELL within the BASIN.
6
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1 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.9:

2 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

3 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

4 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

5 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

6 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

7 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

8 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10:

9 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO the date of each

10 GROUNDWATER WELL installation within the BASIN.

11 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10:Q-o
J —

12 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

13 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

14 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

bJQ> . . .15 matenals protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process pnvileges.

16 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

17 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

18 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11:

19 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO the drilling methods utilized in the

20 construction of each GROUNDWATER WELL within the BASIN.

21 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11:

22 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

23 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

24 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

25 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

26 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

27 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

28
7
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1 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12:

2 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO each GROUNDWATER

3 PRODUCTION WELL within the BASIN area identified in YOUR response to Anaverde’s

4 Special Interrogatory No. 2, served concurrently with this Request for Production of Documents.

5 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12:

6 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

7 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

8 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

9 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The
I

10 Distnct further objects to this request as overbroad and unduly burdensome and oppressive to the

11 extent that is seeks documents other than those produced in response to Special Interrogatory No.
L()rtj

12 2 pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure 2030.230.

13 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13:
Lti6b.

14 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO the RATED FLOW CAPACITY of

15 the downhole GROUNDWATER PUMP for each GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL

16 within the BASIN identified in YOUR response to Anaverde’s Special Interrogatory No. 2, served

17 concurrently with this Request for Production of Documents

18 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13:

19 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

20 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

21 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

22 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

23 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

24 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

25 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14:

26 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO the ACTUAL FLOW CAPACITY

27 andJor production rate of water for each GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL in the

28
8
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1 BASIN identified in YOUR response to Anaverde’s Special Interrogatory No. 2, served

2 concurrently with this Request for Production of Documents, along with the date of such records.

3 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14:

4 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

5 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

6 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

7 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

8 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

9 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

10 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15:

11 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO each GROUNDWATER
-Jo—

12 PRODUCTION WELLS identified in YOUR response to Special Interrogatory No. 2, served
(J Z

13 concurrently with this Request for Production of Documents, including but not limited to

14 information on the depth and size of the GROUNDWATER PUMP.

15 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15:

16 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

17 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

18 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

19 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The

20 District further objects to this request as overbroad and unduly burdensome and oppressive to the

21 extent that is seeks documents other than those produced in response to Special Interrogatory No.

22 2 pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure 2030.230.

23 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16:

24 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO each GROUNDWATER

25 PRODUCTION WELL in the BASIN identified in YOUR response to Special Interrogatory No.

26 2, served concurrently with this Request for Production of Documents, including but not limited

27 to information on the expected use of water from the GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL,

28
9
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1 such as domestic or municipal supply water, agricultural irrigation, livestock watering, as well as

2 other uses identified.

3 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16:

4 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

5 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

6 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

7 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The

8 District further objects to this Request on the ground that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome

9 and oppressive to the extent that it seeks production of documents beyond those specific items

10 related to the “expected use of water from the GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL, such

8
11 as municipal supply water, agricultural irrigation, livestock watering, as well as other uses

12 identified.” Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all
bJU)Z . . .- 13 responsive, non-pnvileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control related to the
Lk b

14 expected use of water from the wells.

15 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17:

16 ANY and ALL documents that RELATE TO or refer to water elevation measurements

17 over time for each GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL identified in YOUR response to

18 Special Interrogatory No. 2, served concurrently with this Request for Production of Documents.

19 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17:

20 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

21 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

22 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

23 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

24 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

25 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

26

27

28
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1 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18:

2 ANY and ALL documents that RELATE TO or refer to the depth to water over time for

3 each GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL identified in YOUR response to Special

4 Interrogatory No. 2, served concurrently with this Request for Production of Documents.

5 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18:

6 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

7 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

8 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

9 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The

10 District further objects that this Request is vague, ambiguous, and overbroad as to time. Without

8
waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-privileged,

12 documents in its possession, custody, and control.
U)bJz,

13 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19:

14 ANY and ALL documents RELATiNG TO or referencing the method for measurement of

15 depth to groundwater in each GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL as identified in YOUR

16 response to Special Interrogatory No. 2, served concurrently with this Request for Production of

17 Documents.

18 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19:

19 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

20 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

21 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

22 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

23 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

24 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

25 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20:

26 ANY and ALL documents that RELATE or refer to the elevation of each

27 GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL identified in YOUR response to Special Interrogatory

28 No. 2, served concurrently with this Request for Production of Documents.
11
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1 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20:

2 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

3 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

4 all DOCUIvIENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

5 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The

6 District further objects to this Request as vague, ambiguous, and overbroad as to time. Without

7 waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-privileged,

8 documents in its possession, custody, and control.

9 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21:

10 ANY and ALL documents that RELATE or refer to the temperature of water, over time,

8
11 for each GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL identified in YOUR response to Special

12 Interrogatory No. 2, served concurrently with this Request for Production of Documents.
(D

13
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21:

14 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

15 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

16 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

17 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The

18 District further objects to this Request as vague, ambiguous, and overbroad as to time. Finally,

19 the District objects to this Request as not relevant to the subject matter of this lawsuit, and

20 therefore outside the scope of discovery under Code of Civil Procedure 2017.010.

21 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22:

22 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO the date when water was first

23 extracted from any and each GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL identified in YOUR

24 response to Special Interrogatory No. 2, served concurrently with this Request for Production of

25 Documents.

26 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22:

27 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

28 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking
12
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1 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

2 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges.

3 Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-

4 privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

5 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23:

6 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO the quantity of water extracted

7 from each GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL identified in YOUR response to Special

8 Interrogatory No. 2, served concurrently with this Request for Production of Documents, for the

9 past 50 years, on an annualized basis.

10 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23:

11 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as
JO—

g 12 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking
(fl!D

13 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

14 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The
bJ

15 District further objects to this request as overbroad as to time and therefore unduly burdensome

16 and oppressive. Without waiving, and subject to, those objections, the District will produce all

17 responsive, non-privileged, documents in its possession, custody, and control.

18 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24:

19 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO total duration, in days or hours, of

20 the operation of each GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL, including the water produced

21 from each GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL identified in YOUR response to Special

22 Interrogatory No. 2, served concurrently with this Request for Production of Documents, on an

23 annualized basis.

24 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24:

25 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

26 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

27 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

28 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The
13
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1 District further objects to this Request as vague and ambiguous in that it appears to seek

2 documents containing two different topics of information. Without waiving, and subject to, those

3 objections, the District will produce all responsive, non-privileged, documents in its possession,

4 custody, and control.

5 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25:

6 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO the specific date(s) and time(s) for

7 pump start and pump stop for each GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION WELL for the past 50

8 years.

9 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25:

10 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

8
though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

-JHO
12 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

13 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The

14 District further objects to this Request on the ground that it is vague and ambiguous as to what

15 well or wells it seeks information regarding, and overbroad to the extent that it seemingly seeks

16 information regarding all wells, wherever located, thus exceeding the subject matter of this

17 lawsuit and the permissible scope of discovery under Code of Civil Procedure section 2017.010.

18 The District further objects to this Request as overbroad and unduly burdensome and oppressive.

19 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26:

20 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO the GROUNDWATER ionic

21 chemistry measured at each identified GROUNDWATER WELL, over the last fifty years, along

22 with the sampling date.

23 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26:

24 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

25 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

26 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

27 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The

28 District further objects to this Request on the ground that it is vague and ambiguous as to what
14
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1 well or wells the Request refers to and overbroad to the extent that it seemingly seeks information

2 regarding all wells, wherever located, thus exceeding the subject matter of this lawsuit and the

3 permissible scope of discovery under Code of Civil Procedure section 2017.010. The District

4 further objects to this Request on the ground that the term “ionic chemistry” is vague and

5 ambiguous such that the District cannot know what information the propounding party seeks.

6 The District further objects to this Request on the ground that it is overbroad as to time and

7 unduly burdensome and oppressive.

8 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27:

9 Any and all DOCUMENTS that refer or RELATE TO the total dissolved solids (“TDS”)

10 measured at each identified GROUNDWATER WELL, over the last fifty years, along with the

11 sampling date.

L - 12 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27:
O(
(OID

13 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

14 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking
I-’w

15 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

16 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The

17 District further objects to this Request on the ground that it is vague and ambiguous as to what

18 well or wells the Request refers to and overbroad to the extent that it seemingly seeks information

19 regarding all wells, wherever located, thus exceeding the subject matter of this lawsuit and the

20 permissible scope of discovery under Code of Civil Procedure 2017.010. The District further

21 objects to this Request on the ground that it is overbroad as to time and unduly burdensome and

22 oppressive.

23 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 28:

24 Any and all DOCUMENTS relating to the pH levels of the surface water measured at each

25 identified GROUNDWATER WELL, over the last fifty years, along with the sampling date.

26 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 28:

27 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

28 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking
15
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1 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

2 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The

3 District further objects to this Request on the ground that it is vague and ambiguous as to what

4 well or wells the Request refers to and overbroad to the extent that it seemingly seeks information

5 regarding all wells, wherever located, thus exceeding the subject matter of this lawsuit and the

6 permissible scope of discovery under Code of Civil Procedure 20 17.010. The District further

7 objects to this Request on the ground that surface water is not relevant to the subject matter of this

8 lawsuit, and therefore this Request exceeds the permissible scope of discovery under Code of

9 Civil Procedure section 2017.010. The District further objects to this Request on the ground that it

10 is overbroad as to time and unduly burdensome and oppressive.

11 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 29:o-o
—

.JLfl(0

12 Any and all DOCUMENTS relating to the pH levels of the GROUNDWATER measured

13 at each identified GROUNDWATER WELL over the last fifty years, along with the sampling

14 date.

15 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 29:

16 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

17 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

18 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

19 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The

20 District further objects to this Request on the ground that it is vague and ambiguous as to what

21 well or wells the Request refers to and overbroad to the extent that it seemingly seeks information

22 regarding all wells, wherever located, thus exceeding the subject matter of this lawsuit and the

23 permissible scope of discovery under Code of Civil Procedure 2017.010. The District further

24 objects to this Request on the ground that it is overbroad as to time and unduly burdensome and

25 oppressive.

26 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30:

27 Any and all DOCUMENTS relating to individual mineral constituents contained in each

28 GROUNDWATER WELL for the past fifty years, including the following: sodium (Na), calcium
16
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1 (Ca), potassium (K), iron (Fe), magnesium (Mg), manganese (Mn), arsenic (As), selenium (Se),

2 boron (B), chloride (Cl), sulfate (S04), bicarbonate (HCO3), carbonate (CaCO3), nitrate (N03),

3 silica (Si02), nitrogen (N), and TKN (Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen).

4 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30:

5 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

6 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

7 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

8 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The

9 District further objects to this Request on the ground that it is vague and ambiguous as to what

10 well or wells the Request refers to and overbroad to the extent that it seemingly seeks information

11 regarding all wells, wherever located, thus exceeding the subject matter of this lawsuit and the
JO—
JLfl(Q

12 permissible scope of discovery under Code of Civil Procedure 2017.010. The District further

13 objects to this Request on the ground that it is overbroad as to time and unduly burdensome and

14 oppressive.

15 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 31:

16 Any and all DOCUMENTS relating to the date and time of sampling and/or testing of

17 individual mineral constituents as requested in Request for Production Nos. 26, 27, 28, 29, and

18 30.

19 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 31:

20 The District incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General Objections as

21 though expressly set forth herein. The District objects to this request to the extent that by seeking

22 all DOCUMENTS that “refer or RELATE TO” the subject of this request it seeks production of

23 materials protected by the attorney-client, work-product, or deliberative-process privileges. The

24 District further objects to this Request on the ground that it is vague and ambiguous as to what

25 well or wells the Request refers to and overbroad to the extent that it seemingly seeks information

26 regarding all wells, wherever located, thus exceeding the subject matter of this lawsuit and the

27 permissible scope of discovery under Code of Civil Procedure 2017.010. The District further

28 objects to this Request as it related to Request for Production no. 28 in that surface water is not
17
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1 relevant to the subject matter of this lawsuit. The District further objects to this Request on the

2 ground that it is overbroad as to time and unduly burdensome and oppressive.

4 Dated: September 8, 2008 ST B T&K4RLP

E GARNER
SE YV.DUNN
STE ANTE D. HEDLUND

8 Attorneys for Defendant
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I, Roberta Hoffuer, declare:

I am a resident of the State of California and over the age of eighteen years, and
not a party to the within action; my business address is Best Best & Krieger LLP, 5 Park Plaza,
Suite 1500, Irvine, California 92614. On September 8, 2008, I served the within document(s):

ROSAMOND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT’S RESPONSES TO
ANAVERDE, LLC’S REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS,
(SET ONE)

D

D

by posting the document(s) listed above to the Santa Clara County Superior Court
website in regard to the Antelope Valley Groundwater matter.

by placing the document(s) listed above in a sealed envelope with postage thereon
fully prepaid, in the United States mail at Irvine, California addressed as set forth
below.

by causing personal delivery by ASAP Corporate Services of the document(s)
listed above to the person(s) at the address(es) set forth below.

by personally delivering the document(s) listed above to the person(s) at the
address(es) set forth below.

I caused such envelope to be delivered via overnight delivery addressed as
indicated on the attached service list. Such envelope was deposited for delivery
by Federal Express following the firm’s ordinary business practices.

I am readily familiar with the firm’s practice of collection and processing
correspondence for mailing. Under that practice it would be deposited with the U.S. Postal
Service on that same day with postage thereon fully prepaid in the ordinary course ofbusiness. I
am aware that on motion of the party served, service is presumed invalid ifpostal cancellation
date or postage meter date is more than one day after date of deposit for mailing in affidavit.

I declare under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the State of California that the
above is true and correct.

Executed on September 8, 2008, at Irvine, California.
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